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Highlights
As part of The Children's Partnership's commitment to ensure

that all youth and their families can benefit from the opportu-

nities offered by computers and the Internet, we have moni-

tored how Americans are using these technology tools once

they have them. This report looks at the extent to which the

Internet today includes information and applications that meet

the needs of the estimated 50 million Americans who have low

incomes, limited-literacy or language skills, or other special

needs. This Issue Brief updates the comprehensive analysis we

released in March 2000, Online Contentfor Low-Income and

Underserved Americans: The DigitalDivide's New Frontier.

(http://www.chilcirenspartnership.org/pub/low_income/inclex/html)

Large, Growing Need

There is a clear and growing need for appropriate Internet

information and applications for underserved communities

as the number of low-income users grows, the Internet audi-

ence diversifies, and the value of Internet-based resources is

documented.

Overall Need: We estimate that 20% of Americans have needs

for Internet information and applications that are not met today.

Low-Income Americans Online: Twice as many low-income

Americans now use the Internet as did two years ago 16.7

million, up from 7.8 million. They are most interested in

online resources that help them find employment, affordable

housing, and deal with life's daily challenges.

Non-English Speakers: Today, an estimated 45 million Ameri-

cans do not speak English at home versus 32 million in 2000.

Many want information in languages other than English.

Those With Disabilities: An estimated 8.5% of Americans have

at least one disability that requires special features on comput-

ers and the Internet to make these resources accessible.

Foreign-Born Americans: More Americans now (28.4 million

versus 26 million in 2000) are foreign-born and look for infor-

mation tailored to their unique cultural beliefs and practices.

. 1

Expanded Networks Can Meet the Need

Internet Use Away From Home: Internet access from a location

outside of the home more than doubled between 1998 and

2001, increasing from 17% to 34.8%. Places like schools,

libraries, and community technology programs offer users the

opportunity to obtain relevant Internet information and appli-

cations. In addition, residents who want to create content they

value can get coaching at these centers to do so.

More Technology Access Places in Communities: There has been

a notable increase in the number of places in local communities

that can serve as "distribution and production" centers for rele-

vant Internet information and applications. Compared to two

years ago, the number of community technology centers

(CTCs) has doubled, while the number of public libraries offer-

ing Internet access grew from 11,000 to more than 15,000.

New Research Documents Necessity and
Value of Relevant Online Information

Essential for Opportunities: During the past two years, system-

atic studies document that technology access and use are

becoming a necessity for underserved communities. Blue-collar

occupations are moving to the Internet faster than any other

occupational group. The Internet is becoming a standard way

for Americans to find employment, seek health advice, and

receive government benefits.

Proven Value in Underserved Communities: Respected evalua-

tions as well as anecdotal evidence demonstrate solid gains in

education, employment, and community economic develop-

ment when residents of low-income neighborhoods have tech-

nology access and training.

What Underserved Americans Want Online

As we found in 2000, our new research confirms that under-

served Americans are seeking the following content on the

Internet: Practical information focusing on local community;

information at a basic literacy level; material in multiple lan-

guages; spaces for ethnic and cultural interests; interfaces and

content accessible to people with disabilities; easier searching;

and coaches to guide them.

4
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Modest Improvements in Online Content
but Severe Gap Persists
Though the availability of content valued by underserved
Americans has increased somewhat compared to two years ago,

underserved Americans still face a severe online content gap:

Limited Literacy: The most serious shortages exist in content

for the 44 million Americans with limited-literacy skills. Only

5% of the sites we reviewed (selected to represent the most

useful sites available to underserved Americans) included con-

tent comprehensible to a person with limited reading skills.

There is also a serious shortage of searching tools that work

effectively for people with limited-literacy skills.

Multiple Languages: Some progress has been made in the avail-

ability of content in languages other than English. However,

availability is still extremely limited, especially in languages

other than Spanish. Only 20% of even the best sites offer

information in Spanish that is fairly easy to find. In addition,

early research suggests that the quality of products in other

languages may be inferior in its accuracy and completeness.

Local Information: Perhaps the most promising progress is the

attention now being paid by certain communities to developing

online information that helps residents address their day-to-day

needs. This was the top desire we identified among low-income

communities in our 2000 research. What makes this an exciting

arena for growth today is that a handful of very good local mod-

els now exist that can guide the content development efforts of

other local communities. For example, One Economy Corpora-

tion has built local content on the Beehive (www.thebeehive.org)

for low-income residents in selected cities. (On Contentbank.org,

see also Best Practices in the Create Content section.)

Culture: As for cultural content, here, too, modest steps have

been taken. Where there are models, they tend to relate to the

ethnic or cultural groups that are larger in size, leaving smaller

immigrant groups still largely without relevant online content
(In Contentbank.org, click on the following section links:

Online Resources » Sites to Overcome Content Barriers »

Cultural Content).

Access for People With Disabilities: Although we did not system-

atically analyze the accessibility of online content for disabled

Americans in 2000 because the field was so nascent, we did

provide an initial picture for 2002. It documents that very few

online resources meet the standards of accessibility for those

with disabilities, despite the tremendous capability the Intern,

holds to help them overcome some of the challenges they fact

Role of Commercial Sites: Although much remains to be done

to develop needed content for underserved Americans, we

found some strong examples of relevant information or featur

(such as language translation) on large popular sites, suggestil

that these advances can be developed further. Examples inclu

AOL's Government Guide, About.com's Frugal Living, and

portals for Americans who speak Spanish from Yahoo!, Lyco

and MSN. Although still rare, these examples can serve as

"best practices" to replicate and distribute more widely.

Contentbank Offers Solutions
Gathered together in a Web site called the Community Con

tentbank (http://www.contentbank.org), The Children's Pa

nership has designed a new online resource which is geared

toward the growing number of community-based organiza-
tions that connect low-income neighborhoods to technolog)
Contentbank addresses six very specific needs we identified:

Contentbank gathers and makes easily available the b

content for underserved communities.

Contentbank highlights and describes sites for limite(

literacy users as well as culturally relevant sites.

Contentbank models how language, literacy and ()the'

barriers can be overcome.

Contentbank provides instruction in how to create co

tent that communities determine they want.

Contentbank offers tips and hands-on technology to

so visitors can get a good start developing content.

Contentbank builds a community among people and

places working to address the content gap.

Through a variety of interactive features, this resource encou

ages a group of people previously working alone to participa

in a broader, shared community in order to build content foi

and by, underserved groups. In addition, Contentbank pro-

duces valuable data about this emerging market informati(

that The Children's Partnership intends to share with the

Internet industry

5
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II
Introduction and Purposes
Over the past few years, computers and the Internet have
become a part of everyday life in the United States. They are

revolutionizing the way people learn, communicate, use their

free time, and earn a living. Yet studies continue to show a sig-

nificant and troubling gap, largely along income, education,
and geographic lines, between those who have access to online

information and opportunities and those who do not.' Even as

access to technology has increased, how people use technology

and the degree to which it enhances their lives and opportuni-

ties is very uneven.

Over the past few years, this technology gap has begun to

receive attention from the press, policymakers, and the Inter-

net industry. Yet a crucial aspect has been largely neglected:

how people use the technology once they get connected.
Through our seven years of work to address the technology

gap, The Children's Partnership has found that it is as impor-

tant to create useful content on the Internet materials and

applications that serve the needs and interests of millions of

low-income and underserved Internet users as it is to provide

them with computers and Internet connections. For Americans

at risk of being left behind, useful content includes: (1)

employment, education, housing, health, business development

and relevant local information; (2) information that can be

clearly understood by people with limited-literacy skills; (3)

information in multiple languages; and (4) opportunities to

create and interact with culturally appropriate content.

In March 2000, The Children's Partnership released the first-

ever comprehensive analysis of available online content. The

Audit was designed to determine how well existing online con-

tent addressed the needs of low-income and underserved Ameri-

cans. Nine months of original research included discussion

groups with more than 100 low-income Internet users, inter-

views with nearly 100 community technologyleaders and other

experts, analysis of 1,000 Web sites, and a review of the literature

and promising activities across the country. The findings, which

provide a benchmark in this emerging field, documented a severe

shortage of the kind of information most often sought out by

underserved communities across America. We also found that

where relevant content did exist, it was extremely difficult to find

and was rarely presented in formats that individuals with lim-

ited-literacy or limited English-language skills needed. (See

I I -

Online Content for Low-Income and Underserved Americans, The

Digital Divide's New Frontier: A Strategic Audit ofActivities and

Opportunities, http://www.childrenspartnership.org/pub/
low_income/index.html).

Since issuing this report, we have spoken with hundreds

more individuals from affected communities, policymaking

bodies, and the Internet industry. Our conversations with
them have affirmed that online content is indeed the next
crucial frontier of the digital revolution. Only when useful
information and applications are available will Internet access

bring valuable and lasting benefits. While higher-income
Americans seem to be finding rewarding uses of the Internet,

it is still unclear whether millions of underserved Americans

will be able to benefit from the opportunities in education,
employment, and quality of life made possible today by

online information and technologies.

As part of The Children's Partnership's commitment to
address the online content gap especially as it affects youth

opportunity we have continued to monitor the need for, and

availability of, content for underserved communities. This

Issue Brief:

Analyzes relevant shifts in Internet access, use, and

demand.

). Provides an updated snapshot of online content.

). Identifies key changes in the availability of relevant con-

tent since our last report.

Introduces The Children's Partnership's response to the

content gap The Community Contentbank, a set of

Web-based resources and tools to assist staff working
with underserved communities to use and create rele-

vant online content.

6
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III
The Growing Need
In Nlarch 2000, we estimated that more than 50 million

Americans, 20% of the U.S. population, faced a content gap

online! These include people who have limited-literacy skills,

whose primary language is not English, those with extremely

limited family budgets (less than the federally defined poverty

level), and people whose native culture is not North American.

This estimate was derived from available data using certain

core assumptions, none of which has changed substantially

during the past two years. We believe therefore that 50 million

is still the best available working figure, and, in fact, represents

a conservative estimate.

What has changed is that more of the traditionally under-

served Americans are now online. In addition, there are more

places where they can get online; and more is known about the

valuable ways in which underserved communities use relevant

content when it is available. There is a clear and growing need

for appropriate online content as the number oflow-income

users increases, the Internet audience diversifies, and the value

of Internet-based resources is documented.

More Low-Income Americans
Are Going Online
Notwithstanding the fact that a significant gap still remains

between the "haves" and "have-nots," it is true that every day

greater numbers of low-income Americans are getting access

to computers and beginning to use the Internet. In other

words, more "potential" users of online content for underserved

communities are online today, making the demand for content

that meets the unique needs of low-income individuals greater

than ever before.

)0. In the four years between 1997 and 2001 (the latest

available data), the number of Americans with family

incomes of less than $25,000 who used the Internet

more than doubled (an increase from 7.8 million to 16.7

million).'

Among people in very low-income families (less than

515,000 annually), there was a 90% increase in those

online (increase from 4.1 million to 7.8 million):

Large Numbers Have Limited-Literacy
Skills or Disabilities
An estimated 44 million American adults do not have the

reading and writing skills necessary for functioning in
everyday life.' They are served inadequately by today's

Internet content, most of which is developed for intermediat

or advanced readers. Appropriate online content for limited-

literacy Americans has the potential to raise literacy levels

as well as employment levels.

New data, which for the first time includes information abou
people with disabilities, shows that approximately 8.5% of th(

population has at least one significant disability.' For older

Americans (aged 65 and older) the figure is nearly 30%.' Thi:

data also shows, for the first time, that people who have one

more disability are much less likely to be Internet users than

those without any disability.' Yet, having access to, and the

ability to use, online information (presented in ways that are

accessible to the disabled) could open up valuable new ways

people with physical or mental difficulties to learn, work, or

communicate with others.

More Americans From Other Cultures
or Countries Are Using the Internet

In our 2000 report, we emphasized the large numberof Amc

icans who were affected by the severe shortage of online con-

tent celebrating the uniqueness of cultures in their country al

beyond. We reported that for many of the 26 million Ameri-

cans who are foreign-born, the lack of culturally diverse Inte:

net content limited what they could find that was relevant at

valuable to their lives, such as advice for dealing with a healt:

problem tailored to their unique cultural beliefs or practices.

According to more recent figures, that number has grown.

). There are now 28.4 million Americans living in the

United States who are foreign-born.' This larger grou
experiences first-hand the shortage of content organi-,

around their unique cultural interests and practices.

Technology Access Outside the Home
Is on the Rise

Internet access from a location outside of the home

more than doubled between 1998 and 2001, up from

17% to 34.8%."'

). At the end of 1998, only 6.5% of the population used

the Internet both at home and from another location.

Three years later, the figure had nearly quadrupled to

24.5%."

6 Online Content for Low-Income and Underserved Americans: An Issue Brief By The Children's Partnership



One lesson from communities around the country is that

oftentimes residents in low-income communities use a neigh-

borhood technology program even if they have a computer

and Internet access at home. Participants report that commu-

nity-based technology programs provide a great deal more

than just access to computers and the Internet. These pro-

grams provide a helpful and familiar atmosphere and the

chance to learn new things and ask staff for coaching when

they have trouble. What is striking about the growing use of

neighborhood institutions for technology access is that they

offer the opportunity to engage groups of community resi-

dents, with the help of center coaches and staff, in finding and

using relevant content. In addition, it becomes possible for

groups of residents using schools, libraries, and neighborhood

technology programs to identify the information and tools

they need to help them in their daily lives, and, if they desire,

to work together to develop that content.

The Number of Technology
Access Places Grows
Accompanying residents' clear desire to use Internet

resources in a community setting has been a notable growth

in the number of these facilities. Community technology

programs - whether offered at community colleges, after-

school youth programs, libraries, community technology cen-

ters (CTCs) or other trusted community-based organizations

provide a place for residents to find and use available online

content as well as a place where they can work with others to

create content they value.

Two years ago, a nationwide system was beginning to develop

with the capacity to disseminate good "online product" to low-

income residents throughout the country. During the past two

years that base has expanded and now includes:

0. Over 15,000 public libraries offering public access to

the Internet up from 11,000 two years ago.'

0- Over 1,100 accredited community colleges across the

country."

> Double the number of CTCs compared to two years

ago now estimated at several thousand."

0- Thousands of other technology access places in housing

facilities, after-school youth programs, neighborhood

nonprofit organizations, and literacy centers many of

which did not exist two years ago.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 8

IV
The Necessity and Value
of Online Content for
Underserved Americans
As the community technology field develops, evidence is build-

ing that documents the strong value that relevant technology

tools and resources have to underserved communities. Anecdotal

stories abound of young people who had dropped out of school

and had no life plan until they found a community technology

program that taught them a technology skill whether word

processing, Web design, desktop publishing, graphic design, or

video production. Their self-esteem and happiness grew, and

within a short time many had decent-paying jobs or had

returned to school, and most were on a path to self-sufficiency.

Manuel Santana, a young man in Los Angeles, has wanted a

job ever since he was 16 so he could help support his family.

When he heard through word of mouth that a localyouth organi-

zation taught multimedia skills that could eventually lead to

a good-paying job, and evenpaid students to attend class,

Manuel immediately enrolled.

At first, Manuel did not seem too interested in the Web site design

course and missed classes. But as the class progressed, he became

more interested. He learned not only how to create a Web site and

the related applications, but also about project management and

interpersonal relationships. As a class project, Manuel worked with

his fellow students to develop a Web site jbr the University of

Southern California's Department of Family Medicine, Division

of Community Health.

When the course ended, Manuel was asked to become a consultant

for the university, updating its Web site on an as-needed basis. He

has worked for the university for almost a year now. In addition, he

works five to six days per week at the youth center's technology pro-

gram, helping other students learn about computers. On top of these

two jobs, Manuel is attending LosAngeles City College, and hopes

to transfer to Cal Poly. With so much responsibility now, he won-

ders whether it will become necessary to give up one of his jobs.

When Tristen Montoya, a 17 year old from Taos Pueblo, New

Mexico, began participating in the Open StudioYouth Project at

La Plaza Telecommunity (in Taos), his instructorsfound him to be

very quiet and somewhat distant in class. They were concerned he

Online Content for Low-Income and Underserved Americans: An Issue Brief By The Children's Partnership



might drop out. But thank to this program which explores careers

in the arts and technology, Tristen became engaged and began to

blossom. Today he is giving back to his community and is on track

to graduate from high school and continue his education, a notewor-

thy achievement in a community with very low graduation rates.

Web design turned out to be a natural medium for self-expression

for Tristen. Because he is a talented artist, he immediately liked the

graphical aspects of Web design in the Open Studio Youth Project.

Now, however, he has become very good in all aspects of Web devel-

opment. In fact, he served as the lead designer on a project led by

La Plaza creating a youth-oriented Web site for an anti-smoking

campaign targeted at teens. He is excited to begin a new venture

using his new skills to make a difference in his community. The

Gates Foundation funded nos Pueblo (a small Native-American

community to which Tristen belongs) to preserve its oral traditions

in digital form. Tristen is planning to record the voices of his elders

and to digitize photographs dating back to the 1920s. Tristen says,

"basically, our language, Tiwa, is hanging on by a thread The

youth are moving away and the elders are dying. It is really impor-

tant that we get this project going."

New Research on Necessity and Impact
During the past two years, systematic studies have shown that

technology access and use are becoming a necessity for under-

served communities, and, when available, are providing valuable

benefits. As this trend continues, underserved communities

have the potential to become a formidable market.

The Internet: Rapidly Becoming Essential for Basic Needs

At present, over half (57%) of people over the age of 25

who are employed use a computer at work." In fact,

blue-collar occupations are moving online faster than

any other occupational group, with factory operators

and laborers, for example, showing a 52% increase in

one year alone in the number using the Internee

According to a recent national survey, when looking for

work-related information, 48% of respondents chose the

Internet. Sixty percent chose the Internet for personal

and special interest information needs, compared to

18% who chose magazines."

Health information is a top use of the Internet today;

low-income individuals place a high value on it as well.

In a national survey conducted in March 2002, the Pew

Internet Project found that 73 million Americans (62%

of Internet users) have gone online in search of health

information. On a typical day, six million Americans

I I I 1

turn to the Internet for health information. Most repor

that the information is helpful as they make decisions

about themselves or a loved one.'8

). Three quarters of all individuals enrolled in school use the

Internet to complete school assignments.19Twenty-one

percent of adults nationwide say their children's grades

have improved since beginning to use the Internet."

)1. In 2001, 55% of Americans visited a government Web

site, with 21% actually conducting business online witt-

a government entity." Ensuring Internet access for

underserved communities is important since, increas-

ingly, families are expected to receive government bene

fits for which they qualify via the Internet whether it

is Medicaid or Medicare information, Food Stamps, or

Social Security."

Impact of Community Technology on Underserved Communities

As informative as these individual studies are, they do not off

as complete a picture as that provided by a recent comprehen

sive evaluation of community technology efforts. Astudy by

Claremont Graduate University, which tracked for four years

the effects of community technology access and use among a

sample of 25,000 participants in 11 diverse low-income com-

munities across California found:"
82% of center participants said that being involved in th

program helped improve their educational opportunitie'

0. 55% of the adults used the program to seek employ-

ment or a better job.

43% of participants said they used the program to

improve their school performance.

80% said they could perform computer tasks without

help by the end of their course.

In the words of a high school senior who participated

in the program: For a teenager like me, going to school and trying

hard to get good grades to become 'alguien en la vida' (as my pareni

say) or 'someone in life,' is very important. I come from a working

class background Both my parents work for the little we have...

A few years ago, visiting the community center near our house, we

stumbled on a great facility that has helped my entire family.. .

(The program) has helped me tremendously, not only in my acaden

ics but in my social life as well. Through the skills I have learned,

I have been able to help my church (with its) newsletter... One of

greatest satisfactions I have is in the lab, where I help others who a

just getting started using computers...I know, with my education

and increasing knowledge in this new technology, I will be in a pos:

tion of helping my parents and my community in the years to come.
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V
Making the Web Relevant
for Underserved Americans:
What They Look For
With an increased need for, and greater value ascribed to,

community technology programs in underserved communi-

ties, the core questions we asked in 2000 remain the same

today: What do underserved Internet users want and what

barriers do they face?

Our work during the past few years with community leaders,

technology program staff, and program participants has con-

firmed that what we found in 2000 still holds true today. Fol-

lowing are key items that underserved communities are

looking for online:

Practical information focusing on local community. Over and over

again, we hear that practical information about their local

community is what they (communities) most want. This infor-

mation includes:

30. Local job listings, including entry-level jobs.

Local housing listings, including apartments with rela-

tively low rents and homes in foreclosure.

k. Community information about neighborhood events,

places to go for family outings, local schools, and

needed services like health care.

Information at a basic literacy level. This includes:

)- Preparation for securing a high school equivalency

degree, especially written for limited-literacy users and

people for whom English is not their primary language.

Online resources that include graphics, read-a-loud and

other non-text features that help people learn to read.

Online tutorials for different software programs; and

tutorials that show people the benefit of the Internet

and how it can assist in day-to-day living.

Content for non-English speakers. This includes:

Online translation tools.

Instructional tools to improve English language skills.

Information in multiple languages.

Information on ethnic and cultural interests. This includes:

Vital information, like health information, presented
with the interests of particular racial and ethnic groups

in mind.

Places to share information and have rich dialogue

about heritage and cultural practices.

Culture in the broadest sense, including ethnic-specific

art, music, sports and other activities.

User interfaces and content that are accessible to people with

disabilities. This includes features required to obtain "Bobby

Approval" indicating that a site is accessible, including:"

)1.. Providing text equivalents for all images and multimedia,

such as animations, audio, and video.

0- Ensuring that all information conveyed with color is

also available without color.

Providing written summaries of graphs and charts.

Easier searching, coaching and involvement. Appropriate content

alone is not enough. Many underserved people obtain infor-

mation they want from family, friends, and other trusted peo-

ple, so there is often not a "felt need" to go to the Web or

library to seek information. Features that can encourage resi-

dents to use the Internet include:

Searching capability that is clear, quick, and text-light,

along with easy-to-use interfaces.

0. Online "coaches or mentors" to guide them in finding

what they want on the Web, suggest sites or activities to

get started, or help use a tutorial or other program.

An environment where they can get literacy support or

help with English if needed.

For William Ortiz, a teenager residing in central Los Angeles,

learning multimedia production has opened up a whole new world

of possibilities. William learned about multimediaproduction

courses when he visited a community technology center looking for a

part-time job. He enrolled in a multimedia course that offered him

a chance to learn about graphic design and use applications that he

had never used before. Among other things, the class required stu-

dents to develop their own logo, a more difficult task than learning

multimedia skills themselves. Through valuable feedbackfrom his

instructors and many iterations of his design, Williamfinally

developed his own logo that is now imprinted on his own letter-

head, business cards, and envelopes.

1 0
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More important than the multimedia skills William learned,

being a part of the program has changed his perspective on lift.

Talking with professionals at the companies he and his ftllow

students visited through class, William discovered that the multi-

media programs these professionals used were the same ones the

students used. William found out the salary levels for professionals

in these jobs and knows if he continues learning these programs

he has the potential to land a well-paying job in the future.

In addition, the center and its technology program have changed

William's personal goals. As he has seen his own skills develop and

received positive reinforcement from center staff he now aspires to

attend college the first in his family. He plans to open up his

own graphic design company and to set the standard for his family

that college is possible.

VI
Online Content:
Snapshot 2002
With more than 2 million pages being added to the Internet
each day, this medium is extremely fluid and able to respond

changes and pressures from its market. For this reason, we
thought it important to look again at the state of online con-

tent for underserved Americans. Our 2000 findings provided

comprehensive picture that serves as a benchmark against

which to track progress as the field develops.

Benchmark 2000
Our extensive research in 2000 documented that precisely the

information most often requested by underserved users prove

to be the most rare and difficult to find. Even though the

1,000 sites we reviewed were selected from the best portals oz

the Web rather than what was typically available, we found

that the topics of interest (jobs, housing, education, health)

were rarely addressed at literacy levels and in languages that

underserved Americans need.

Number and Percent of the 1,000 Sites Included in TCP's 2000

Survey That Addressed Key Content Barriers

Local Information

Local Jobs

Local Housing

Limited Literacy

Multilingual
Cultural

Updating the Picture
Whereas our goal in 2000 was to offer a comprehensive pic-

ture of the state of online content for communities left behin

this update provides a snapshot of what exists two years later.

Because our research goals for 2000 and 2002 were different,

our research methods were also different. Appendix I provide

further details on each approach and how the two sets of fine

ings can be interpreted. This 2002 snapshot is based on four

types of original research:
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1 To understand the "state of the art" of online content at

its best, we took a close look at 20 sites we identified as

particularly useful to underserved communities (for a listing,

see Contentbank.org's Recommended Sites in the Online

Resources section). We analyzed the extent to which these

sites addressed literacy, language, and cultural barriers, and

whether they included local content. We also looked at

whether sites met accepted standards for being accessible to

people with disabilities.

2 To learn what more typical Internet content is like, we

s reviewed 10 of the most heavily visited sites, selected

from Nielsen//NetRatings Top 25 and Jupiter Media Metrix

Top 50 U.S. Web and Digital Media Properties." Here, too,

we looked at the extent to which these sites addressed literacy,

language, and cultural barriers, whether they included local

content, as well as whether they met disability standards.

3 We updated any indicators used in our 2000 report for

which newer data is available for example the esti-

mated percentage of documents on the Internet that are in

English.

4 We sampled the Internet more broadly to get a sense

of what has changed, reviewed the newest studies, and

consulted knowledgeable colleagues to double check our con-

clusions.

What the Data Show
A Closer Look at Sites Useful to Underserved Communities

Even among the 20 sites The Children's Partnership recom-

mends for their relevant, useful content, significant content

barriers still exist. Of the 20 sites (which represent among the

best for underserved users):

Only one (5%) included content comprehensible to a

person with limited reading skills.

)0. Nine (45%) offered the information in one or more lan-

guages besides English.

Four (20%) offered information that is in Spanish and

fairly easy to find.

12 (60%) included some local community information.

10 (50%) included content related to heritage or cultural

practices.

Five (25%) were accessible to people with disabilities.

These were newer government sites, generally launched

since 2001.

1

These findings demonstrate that content barriers are beginning

to be addressed by certain content producers. However, these

advances are still the exception rather than the norm. And

even for sites like these that are among the "best" of the Web,

severe barriers still exist, most notably for people with limited-

literacy skills.

A Closer Look at the Most Popular Internet Sites

Our look at the most heavily visited sites presents a very
different picture." While there has been notable progress

during the past two years in addressing certain barriers

especially language and culture overall there is still tremen-

dous work to do to make the most popular destinations
useful and relevant to the 50 million underserved Americans.
Following are key findings in our four areas of focus:

Local Information

Local content, especially for entry-level jobs and low-

cost housing, is sometimes available but remains difficult

to find. Local content on top Web properties features

entertainment and shopping and contains relatively little

information on life needs like jobs and housing.

N.. Coverage is uneven. For example, we found local infor-

mation for only four cities in Texas.

The local information that is available tends to ignore

individuals in need of additional support to enter and

succeed in the workforce, such as low-income mothers

moving from welfare to employment who need to bol-

ster their skills and find affordable child care.

Limited Literacy

Information written at a fifth-grade reading level is very

limited and difficult to find. It took great effort to find

this type of content in most of the top properties.

Health information is more readily available than other

content areas (education, housing, and jobs).

). It tends to be easier to find content for early readers in

portals that feature topics and articles (e.g., Lycos) than

it is in directories that include massive amounts of

information that is difficult to search (e.g., Yahoo!).

The design and interfaces of the top properties often add

to the difficulties faced by early readers. Sophisticated

graphical elements, ads, and other features often create a

space that is busy and confusing to early adult readers.

:



Languages

). Information for non-English speakers in the U.S. is

somewhat available but difficult to find. Spanish speakers

have far greater access today than two years ago to high-

quality content; however, other groups usually do not.

). Properties such as Lycos, MSN and Yahoo! offer exten-

sive portals for Hispanic/Latino Americans who are pri-

marily fluent in Spanish. But these portals (e.g.,
http://www.yupimsn.com/) tend to emphasize enter-

tainment and commerce rather than daily life needs.

Information about human services in a language other

than English is rarely found on commercial sites.

Ethnic Cultures
)1.. Ethnic cultural information is sometimes available but

usually difficult to find. Ethnic information about cul-

ture and history is more common; however, content

related to health and other human services for ethnic

groups is still rarely available.

). Good content sites are sometimes found through

searches or queries on the top portals; one example is

Hmongnet (http://www.hmongnet.org/), which features

an English-Hmong dictionary of special education, jobs

requiring Hmong fluency, and Hmong-related health

topics (found through Ask Jeeves).

o. Ethnic content development has begun to move beyond

the government and nonprofit sector. Certain main-

stream content providers, such as WebMD, now offer

some information tools for ethnic groups.

Final Observation
It is important to note that strong examples of relevant content

or features (like language translation) can be found on these

popular sites and provide valuable building blocks for further

development. Examples include AOL:s Government Guide,

About.com's Frugal Living, and portals for Americans who speak

Spanish from Yahoo!, Lycos, and MSN. Although still rare, these

examples can serve as "best practices" to replicate more widely.

In addition, heavily visited sites can quite easily make it a priority

to find relevant content for underserved Americans and promote

them so visitors can find them more easily.

Other New Data or Analysis

In 2000 we reported that 87% of documents on the Internet

are in English" even though an estimated 32 million Ameri-

cans speak a language other than English." In a significant

shift, today an estimated 70% of Internet documents are in

English"; yet an estimated 45 million Americans speak a lan-

guage other than English at home." And in a groundbrealciru

analysis of 20,000 pages of health information on the Interne

RAND concluded that:"

). The best English-language Web sites were far better

than the Spanish-language sites. Spanish-language site

were sparse and less consistently accurate.

). Almost all of the Spanish-language information was

written for at least a ninth-grade reading level, with

40% written for college level.

). While English language search engines had only a one

in-five chance of finding information relevant to the
search, performance was even poorer for Spanish-lan-

guage search engines where consumers had only a 1 in

likelihood of finding relevant content.

Finally, a landmark study published by the Pew Internet and

American Life Project in November 2001 looked at the con-

nection between the Internet and urban development in five

major cities." Some cities used community technology and ne

working to deliver government services better, others for job

training, still others for neighborhood entrepreneurship or cor
munity building. In analyzing the extent to which these com-
munity networking activities help build social capital in these

cities, the researchers found that it is in the process ofdevelop

ing online content that social capital develops. Social capital

included networks of people working together to solve comm,

problems. For example, "when affordable housing providers

come together in a city to develop a Web-based system to tra(

the supply and condition of housing, this Internet content

greatly improves the operating efficiencies for clients:"

i3
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VII
Our Response: Community
Contentbank.org
In response to what we learned from local communities over

the past two years, The Children's Partnership has developed a

new Web tool designed to empower low-income communities.

Designed for staff in after-school programs, community tech-

nology programs, and other places where underserved groups

use computers and the Internet, it enables and encourages local

communities to find and develop the online content they need

most, which is difficult to find and rarely available today.

Gathered together in a Web site called The Community Con-

tentbank (http://www.contentbankorg), this new resource for

community technology organizations is designed as a solution

to six very specific needs we identified:

Contentbank gathers and makes easily available the

1 best content for underserved communities. Commu-

nity technology programs, whether in community colleges,

housing facilities, libraries, after-school programs, community

technology centers, schools, or neighborhood organizations,

can now guide their youth and adults to a carefully selected set

of Web sites on the subjects of jobs, education, housing or

health.

Contentbank highlights and describes sites for
ited-literacy users as well as culturally relevant sites.

Contentbank models how language, literacy, and3 other barriers can be overcome. The site can be read

aloud, translated into Spanish, or searched by subject or key

word. Although limited by the constraints of available software

tools that overcome content barriers, Contentbank incorpo-

rates throughout the site the best, affordable tools we could

find. In doing so, it underscores the urgent need to develop

more effective searching and literacy tools. In addition, the site

is accessible to people with disabilities.

4 Contentbank provides instruction in how to create

content that communities determine they want.

Besides getting a step-by-step "how to" guide for developing

relevant content, staff at these centers and center participants

can learn how some of the very best community-generated

Internet content was created to advance the program's mission.

In addition to understanding the staffing, resources, and tech-

nical specifications of these content programs, Contentbank

summarizes the lessons learned from them.

5 Contentbank offers tips and hands-on technology
tools so visitors can get a good start developing con-

tent. It summarizes key information about available software

tools that overcome language and literacy barriers, including
read-a-loud, translation, and searching tools. In addition, it
makes available some software utilities as well as survey ques-

tionnaires, permission forms, training curriculum and other

practical tools for getting started.

6 Contentbank builds a community among people and
places working to address the content gap. Through

surveys of visitors' needs and interests, feedback from them

about programs and tools on the site, discussion groups on

vital topics, and the opportunity to contribute content to Con-

tentbank, this resource encourages a group of people previously

working alone to participate in a broader shared community to

build content for, and by, underserved users. It also offers them

tips on how to influence policy and funding in order to gener-

ate greater support for content development. Finally, through

its research functions, Contentbank produces valuable data

about this emerging market which The Children's Partnership

intends to share with the Internet industry.
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VIII
In Closing
Through Contentbank and related community technology

work, The Children's Partnership aims to help spur the devel-

opment of needed online content. We fully hope and expect

that when the next assessment of the state of online content is

completed, a far more satisfactory picture will emerge than this

2002 portrait documents.
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Appendix I: Research Note
This Issue Brief was designed to update our more comprehe:

sive analysis of online content for underserved Americans

issued in March 2000 (http://www.chilclzenspartnership.mg/pul

low income/m(10(11ml).

Its purpose is to identify the major changes that have taken

place during the past two years in online content for commu
nines left behind and present a simple snapshot of what exis

for'them today.

Methods for 2000 Benchmark Study
Because our 2000 research was the first-ever systematic look

this subject and therefore needed to serve as a benchmark fo

the field, its scope was comprehensive. In addition to hundn

of interviews with experts, community leaders, andwith low

income users themselves, our team analyzed 1,000 Web site:

within 20 community networks or portals that were carefull'

selected to provide a mini-map of some of the best content

available. We looked for general patterns, gaps, and strength

but did not make stand-alone assessments of particular sites

We evaluated the sites according to the following criteria:

> Content on subjects of interest (housing, health,

education, and jobs), including local content.

> Literacy level (limited, intermediate, and advanced).

> Intuitive navigation (ease of use).

> Language (Is there information in languages other th

English?).

> Culture (Is there space for information about heritage

and cultural practices?).

> Interactivity (Are there ways the site visitor can

interact with the site, send e-mail, etc.?).

Methods for 2002 Update
For the 2002 Update, we used the same criteria and applied

them to 20 sites we identified as particularly useful to uncle'

served communities. We also examined whether sites were

accessible to people with disabilities. This method allowed I

to understand the "state of the art" of online content at its t.

It should be noted that these 20 sites were selected in Dece:

ber 2001 and therefore do not include sites launched more

recently. Criteria for selection included:

> Subject matter is particularly relevant to underserved

communities.



Resource meets one or more of the standards on our

Access Checklist (see the Access Checklist on Content-

bank.org by clicking: Site Tools >> > Tech Library > >

Access Checklist).

Information is reliable because of the credibility of the

source or other attributes.

). Site includes certain exemplary features whether

design, functionalities, depth of its subject matter, etc.

(For a listing, see Contentbank.orgs Recommended Sites in the

Online Resources Section.)

As a complement to this snapshot of the most advanced areas

of the Web, we analyzed content on 10 of the most heavily vis-

ited sites. (Sites were derived from Top 25 Web Properties,

April 2002, U.S. Nielsen//NetRatings and Jupiter Media

Metrix U.S. Top 50 Web and Digital Media Properties "Unique

Visitors, at Home and At Work Combined in the U.S., Mea-

surement Period March 2002.") This method allowed us to see

the extent to which content barriers were being addressed on

the most popular/heavily used sites. We looked for the same

features as with the 20 sites above. As with our 2000 research,

we looked for general patterns, gaps, and strengths, but did not

make stand-alone assessments of particular sites. The 10 were

selected from Nielsen//NetRatings and Jupiter Media Metrix

Top 50 properties, focusing on those with relevant purposes,

audiences, and content. They include:

AOL:

Yahoo!:

MSN:

Google:

Lycos:

About.com:

Excite:

Ask Jeeves:

iVillage:

LookS mart:

http://www.aol.com/

http://www.yahoo.com/

http://www.msn.com/

http://www.google.com

http://www.lycos.com/

http://www.about.com/

http://www.excite.com

http://www.ask.com/channels/index.asp

http://www.ivillage.conil

http://www.loolcsmart.com/

Comparing the 2000 and 2002 Findings

This Issue Brief draws many important conclusions about how

online content for underserved communities today compares

with what existed two years ago. It should be noted that because

the purposes and methods of our 2002 research are very different

from those in 2000, the statistical (quantitative) findings are not

directly comparable.
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